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[daily dreams]
Not only for daydreamers.
This ingenious chaise

system simply meets all the

wishes. You choose from different frames, the most
different functions as well as comfort widths. The dream
chaise appears extremely adaptably and revolutionises your seat and lying comfort.

Thoughts learn to “fly”!
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Cover: Z73/43 cream white
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Chaises

Frames

K65

K75

K85

K95

B1

B2

B3

B4

chaise with flexible
headrest

chaise with flexible
headrest

chaise with flexible
headrest

chaise with flexible
headrest

rocking base

swinging base

metal runner

metal runner elliptical

Accessories
- +
F2

F3

F3+

FAPP

SDR

SDL

USB

manually function

double motor

double motor w/ battery
pack not available with
FAPP, USB

app control for motor not
available with F2 and F3+

plug-in armrest turnable,
outside right or left

plug-in armrest turnable,
outside

USB charger not available
with F2 and F3+

11/46/11/0

11/46/11/0

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and its upholstering.
Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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Flexible
headrest
Every chaise is
equipped with
a flexible
headrest with
notch function
in standard.

Flexible
chaise
Legrest and
back can be
adjusted by
notch function
for surcharge.
Item no. = F2.
The function is also availble stagelessly
with double motor (item no. = F3) and
double motor with battery pack (item no.
= F3+) for surcharge.

Accessories
The motorised
adjustment of
the chaise F3
is also
available by
smartphone
app adjustment FAPP for surcharge. The additionally
accessory USB port completes your
personal chaise. See order information.

Different look
The frame
base of the
chaise ist
wider if the
motorised
adjustment is
chosen than
with the manually function. See order
information.

Order checklist

Order information
Load-bearing capacity:
This chaise is not for using from more than one person. A
maximum load-bearing capacity up to 120 kg is
guaranteed.
Adjustment by motor with battery pack:
Please pay attention that with using the adjustment by
double motor with battery pack the battery has to be
charged completely every 4 to 6 weeks, also if the function
wasn’t used regularly.
Smartphone app adjustment:
Optionally the motorised inclination of the different parts is
available by external control per a smartphone app (item
no. = F APP). The accompanying smartphone app you find at
the stores with the name “limoss Remote”. The adjustment
by smartphone app FAPP is not available for the motorised
adjustment with double motor incl. battery pack F3+ for
technical reasons.
Accessory USB port:
The USB port is available with the function double motor F3,
only. The output at the USB port is 5 V/2.1 A. That is
enough to charge every current terminal, including tablet
PC.
Seam appearance:
Decorative, felled or double seams may appear different in
fabric and leather versions. For manufacturing reasons,
seams may be left out of the fabric version or replaced with
simple seams.
All of the dimensions given are approximate dimensions
in cm. We reserve the right to make changes. Dimensions
are given as follows: width/depth/height/seat height.
The dimensions are given in maximum to show your
needed space for the furniture. The measures of the chai-

Different frames
Choose from 4 different frames - rocking
frame (item no. = B1), swinging frame
(item no. = B2), metal runner (item no. =
B3) and elliptical metal runner (item no. =
B4). Different metal colours are partly
offered-see frame overview.

ses can vary easily, because of the cushion which is fixed
by zip.
Contrasting thread:
This model is available in leather and some fabric colours
with contrasting colour thread on request at no extra
charge. You will find the specified colours on the cover sheet
of the individual leather qualities in our fabric/leather
trolley. Please always state the contrast thread number,
otherwise it will be delivered tone in tone.
Plug-in armparts:
The plug-in armpart SDR can be plugged into the chaise as
turnable armrest front-standig right. The plug-in armpart
SDL can be plugged in front-standing left.
Please note:
If the rocking frame B1 is ordered, the functions F2, F3 and
F3+ cannot be ordered additionally for technical reasons.
When ordering the chaise with manual function or
completely without function, the frame is narrow with
semicircular profile. When ordering the functions double
motor or double motor with battery pack, the frame is wide
for technical reasons (installation counter for the motor).
Especially loose-fitting upholstery:
The upholstery of this model has intentionally been made
especially loose to create a certain visual effect. The
especially loose-fitting upholstery is characterized by an
extremely soft surface. When being delivered, the cover
shows a distinctive wave formation, which design- and
constructionwise is being desired and can get more by
usage. It is not a quality defect but a model-specific
characteristic.
Information on the upholstery structure:
Chamber cushions filled with a high-quality mix of polyester

fibres and foam rods have been used in the seat and back.
This can lead to depression of the individual chambers,
which is a typical product characteristic.
Powder-coated:
The colour M99 black is powder-coated.
Inclination of the chaise:
The inclination of the chaise differs between the motorised
and manual versions. Only in the manual version the chaise
can be brought into the heart-balance position. In this
position, the legs lie slightly higher than the heart in a
slightly angled position, which allows venous blood from the
legs to flow better to the heart and is beneficial to blood
circulation. The intervertebral discs and spine are also
relieved of pressure.
Note on seat height:
Seat height specifications refer to the unloaded state. The
final seat height on this model is only reached over time by
sitting in, due to the upholstery construction.
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• Cover
• Leg frame finish
• Manually lying function (surcharge)
• Motorised lying function (surcharge)
• Motorised lying function with battery
pack (surcharge)
• App-adjustment for F3
• Metal colour for frame
• Contrasting thread
• Plug-in elements
• USB connection
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Upholstered furniture frame structure

Upholstered furniture made with passion.
Your model is the product of German design and engineering. The family-owned company W.SCHILLIG has more
than 70 years’ experience of technical skill, trend-setting ideas, attractive design and know-how from Germany.
The result is upholstered furniture that guarantees first class comfort and attention to detail. We keep sustainability and protection of resources in mind when choosing the materials we use.

1. Frame – metal construction
2. Seat suspension by upholstery straps or rather permanently
elastic wave springs and ergo-PUR foam (swinging chaise, only)
3. Seat upholstery structure with Inlett-cushion
4. Back suspension by upholstery straps or rather permanently
elastic wave springs and ergoPUR foam (swinging chaise, only)
5. Back upholstery structure with Inlett cushion

The design of the cross section shown here does not correspond to
the model on this page of the catalogue.

Frames

rocker high-gloss
chrome - B1
M 20

rocking frame matt
- B1
M 21

swinger high-gloss
chr./black - B2
M 20/ M 99

swinger matt - B2
M 21

metal runner
high-gloss chrome
- B3
M 20

metal runner matt
- B3
M 21

metal runner ellipse
chrome glossy/
black - B4

metal runner
elliptical matt - B4
M 21

F 8V

F 8W

F 01

F 02

F 2W

F 2V

F H7

F H8

Metal colours:
Some of the metal legs are available in different metal colours. Please indicate the
colour when ordering.
Powder coated:
The colours silver M21 and black M99 are powder coated.
Colour selection for leg frames:
The cantilever frame B2 - F01 - is available in glossy chrome or black. The metal

runner Ellipse B4 - FH7 - is available in glossy chrome or black. Please specify when
ordering.

www.schillig.com
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Upholstered furniture frame structure

Upholstered furniture made with passion.
Your model is the product of German design and engineering. The family-owned company W.SCHILLIG has more
than 70 years’ experience of technical skill, trend-setting ideas, attractive design and know-how from Germany.
The result is upholstered furniture that guarantees first class comfort and attention to detail. We keep sustainability and protection of resources in mind when choosing the materials we use.

1. Frame – metal construction
2. Seat suspension by upholstery straps or rather permanently
elastic wave springs and ergo-PUR foam (swinging chaise, only)
3. Seat upholstery structure with Inlett-cushion
4. Back suspension by upholstery straps or rather permanently
elastic wave springs and ergoPUR foam (swinging chaise, only)
5. Back upholstery structure with Inlett cushion

The design of the cross section shown here does not correspond to
the model on this page of the catalogue.

Frames
Metal colours:
Some of the metal legs are available in different metal colours. Please
indicate the colour when ordering.
Powder coated:
The colours silver M21 and black M99 are powder coated.
Colour selection for leg frames:
The cantilever frame B2 - F01 - is available in glossy chrome or black. The
metal runner Ellipse B4 - FH7 - is available in glossy chrome or black.
Please specify when ordering.

Available metal colours

high-gloss chr.

silver

black

M20

M21

M99

www.schillig.com
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daily dreams - living room examples

Cover: Z73/22 grey, high-gloss chrome swinging frame B1

Cover: Z77/28 mystic blue, free-swinging frame B2 high-gloss chrome
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